Workshop 2015
http://nemps.ulusofona.pt/workshop2015

09:45-10:00 WELCOME

10:00-12:30 POSTER SESSION
Posters, Complex Systems
Posters, Pervasive Data Systems

12:30-13:30 LUNCH BREAK

13:30-17:30 THESES PRESENTATION

Session I
13:30-14:00 J. Faísca, Personal Cloud Ecosystem.
14:00-14:30 P. Freire, Cloud Applications, Native Experience.
14:30-15:00 P. Arquissandás, Sensor Based Augmented Reality.
15:00-15:30 Á. Costa, Sensor Based Pervasive Interaction in the Context of Sports.

Session II
15:30-16:00 M. Pedro, Implicit Interactions.
16:00-16:30 F. Melo, Smart Cities Big Data Agents.
16:30-17:00 S. Firdose, Cooperative and Self-organizing aspects in Device-to-device communications
17:00-17:30 P. Reddy, Bio-Inspired Consensus for Self-Organizing Networked Systems.